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BACKGROUND
INTECO PTI Process Technology International, LLC has supplied chemical energy systems for the steel industry
in particular for Electric Arc Furnaces (EAF), including oxy-fuel burners, material injection systems, control and
automation systems, preheating and drying combustion systems, since 1993.
PTI has experienced higher than expected costs on raw materials over the past several years. They have been
forced to make inventory adjustments to account for loss of raw material at each of their annual inventory counts.
The identified root causes of the unexpectedly high raw material costs are a combination of (1) improper
establishment of inventory controls, (2) A lack of picking process controls and SOPs that would ensure correct
measurement and reading of BOM, and (3) The stainless steel areas do not have a standardized organizational
system in place

RESULTS
The team determined four potential solutions that could
be used to effectively capture the potential savings found,
through process implementation, process improvement,
or workspace rearrangement.
The first step was determining the impact of EOQ
implementation. Figure 3 (right) shows the resulting
EOQ and reorder points for each part analyzed.

The second potential solution was the creation of new
SOPs to eliminate non-value added steps. Figure 4 (below)
Shows the process steps that would be corrected using
SOPs

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
We decided to focus on collecting and analyzing
data related to inventory control, process
improvement, and workspace efficiency since
these are the potential primary root causes that
were identified in the problem definition.

The third potential solution was the rearrangement of the
physical workspaces to eliminate non-value-added steps.
Figure 4 (below) shows the suggested cart, rack and tool
shelf to be used to eliminate these steps.
Figure 5 – 5S Implementation Rack Example
Figure 1 – Pareto Analysis of Demand

In order to establish a cost baseline for the
process and physical workspace inefficiencies
noted in the problem definition, the team had to
devise a measurement strategy. To accomplish the
task of measuring these inefficiencies, it was
decided that process observation and time studies
would be the best way to capture the data. Time
studies (work measurement) were performed for
each of the materials handling processes involved
in the production of the burners. The tables below
are the results of each time study.

Figure 2 – Pareto Analysis of Costliest Process
Steps

The fourth potential solution was a complete 5S
implementation that included the first three solutions as
well as completely reorganizing the way the facility
was laid out, and introducing color coded systems and
walkways for total quality. Figure 5 (below) Shows the
updated, color coded rack.
Table 1 – SOP Process Step Eliminations

Data was collected that reflected the demand of
each stainless steel part over the past 3 years.
Table 1 contains the raw demand data, seen below.
Total demand for all stainless steel was valued at
$139,289.84.
The demand data was then sorted from highest
demand to lowest and Pareto analysis was
performed to determine the items that most
influenced demand. (See Figure 1, right)

Figure 3 – Results of EOQ and Reorder Point Analysis

We calculated the cost associated with each
process step using the labor cost and cycle data.
We then arranged them in order by percentage of
total cost from greatest to least and generated a
Pareto chart to identify the costliest steps.

Cost benefit analysis was performed for each potential
solution. Results of this are seen in table 2 below.

Figure 4 – Workspace Improvement Suggestions

Table 2 – Summary of Cost-Benefit Analysis Results

CONCLUSION
The team decided to perform TOPSIS analysis to choose the
best alternative given the fours solutions presented. The
results of the TOPSIS analysis are to the right. The
workspace improvement suggestions provide the closest to
ideal solution

Table 3 – TOPSIS Analysis Results

